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Vibration membrane equipped for earphone requires high performance in both
mechanical properties and electronic properties. With extraordinary properties on both,
graphene and graphene-based composite materials appear as a promising candidate for
this application. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is believed to be the most
convenient way to synthesize a large area (on scale of square centimeters) as well as a
homogeneous thickness for the membrane. The thesis focuses on applying control
variable experiment method to analyze different effects on mechanical property of the
two CVD setting parameters: cooling rate, and hydrocarbon precursor. For isolating the
specimens efficiently, a modified electrochemical method is presented to replace the
traditional chemical method. Also, a feasible home-made device is presented to
measure the ultimate tensile stress (UTS) of the nano-scale thickness membrane. The
result of the experiments show that changing cooling rate from 10℃ ∙

to 20℃ ∙

as well as hydrocarbon precursor from methane to ethanol induces a positive influence
on the graphene membrane’s UTS. The enhanced effect obtained by changing the
cooling rate is twice the result obtained by changing the hydrocarbon precursor.

,

For the synthesis of graphene-based composite membrane, graphene oxide (GO) and
polymer material polyethylenimine (PEI) is used. Spin coating is chosen as the
membrane fabrication method as it has the advantage of controlling membrane’s
thickness below micrometer by stacking layer after layer. Different fabrication factors,
including spin coating speed, solution concentration, laminated layer, and hydroiodic
acid (HI) reduction treatment are involved to investigate the different effect on the UTS
of as-synthesized GO composite membrane. The result reveals that the UTS has a
strong correlation ship with the composite thickness. But the maximal measured UTS
(54Mpa) of all specimen is for a medium thickness of 450nm. This is due to the HI
reduction treatment, which can reduce almost 60% of average thickness per layer and
increase 51% of UTS at the same time, compared to specimens without the HI treatment.
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Chapter 1 Introduction and background
From the point view of micro-structure, inorganic solid materials can be classified as
polycrystalline, single crystalline and amorphous materials. Polycrystalline material is
a material containing several crystals or grains. Different grains are separated by grain
boundaries. The orientation of the crystal will change in each grain. Compared with
polycrystalline material, single-crystal material is a kind of material with highly
oriented crystal and without grain boundaries. The amorphous material, also called noncrystalline material, is a material with no grains and with the atoms arranged in a
random order.
1.1 Graphite and graphene
Both graphite and graphene (Figure 1.1) are allotropes of carbon. Graphite is a natural
material and can be easily found in nature. Without much processing, it is widely used
as a low-cost conductive material aside from metals.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1.1 Optical image of multilayer graphene
(a) on Nickel sheet; (b) suspended over the hole

Graphene is a single layer two-dimensional (2D) material of carbon atoms in a
hexagonal lattice. Graphene was not well known until 2004, when it is first exfoliated
mechanically from graphite [1]. Graphite can be considered as a three-dimensional
version of graphene, which means the structure of graphite can be compared to stacked
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up graphene. In scientific terms, the constraint between the carbon atoms in 2D plane
is carbon-carbon bonds, while Van der Waals' force is taking charge of the connection
between layers out of 2D plane.
Graphene becomes a material attracting enormous attention soon after its
invention because of its extraordinary potential uses due to its electronic, mechanical,
optical, thermal and optoelectronic properties [2].
1.2 Graphene-based composite
A composite material always consists of two different kinds of components, matrix and
filler. The matrix occupies the most proportion of the composite and contributes to the
major properties of the composite. The filler always plays an active role as a supplement.
Consequently, the composite material will have enhanced properties, compared to the
matrix.
Graphene-based composite here, particularly, refers to graphene-polymer
composite. The philosophy of fabricating a composite material is synergistically
combine the advanced properties of both matrix and filler to create a new material [3].
To a certain degree, the composite’s property is depended on the well-organized
structure and interfacial interaction formed between the matrix and filler by fabrication
method.
1.3 Synthesis, fabrication and analysis
There are many ways to synthesize graphene. But the most reliable and popular method
to grow high quality and larger scale area graphene is chemical vapor deposition (CVD),
especially for suspended membranes on the scale of square centimeters.
Due to the strength of the carbon bonds, the theoretical value of ultimate tensile
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strength of graphene is 110~120GPa[4]. But in practice, there are still many obstacles
to reach this ideal value. It has been pointed out that the defects growing on the grain
boundary may affects it significantly [5], but the procedure to restrict or avoid the
growth of defects during CVD growth is still a matter to further investigate. Although
the methods to grow graphene by CVD are accessible, how to grow higher quality
graphene still deserves discussion [6].
There are many methods to fabricate graphene-based composite membrane, for
example, spin-assisted layer by layer (SA-LBL), vacuum filtration (VF), drop casting
(DC) and so on [7]. But no matter which method is chosen, the key point is to enhance
the mechanical performance of composite by encouraging the formation of interfacial
interactions between the matrix and the filler. Pristine graphene is limited to binding
options, such as van der Waals forces, hydrophobic interactions and π − π interactions
as it lacks the surface chemical functional groups [3]. One strategy is to increase the
possibility of bonding with other polymers by applying surface chemical
functionalization, but the effectiveness of such modification on the graphene surface
needs further observed [8]. Another accessible way is to use graphene derivatives, like
graphene oxide (GO), which is much easily to synthesize as a substitute to blend with
the polymer. Because of its abundant surface chemical functional groups (oxygen
epoxide groups, hydroxyl groups, carboxyl groups, etc.), the hydrogen, coulombic, and
covalent bonding become available to the graphene-based composite [9].
The thickness of the membrane can be measured directly by atomic force
microscope(AFM). For pristine graphene, it can be approximately measured by optical
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transmission microscopy as well [10]. Bulging test is a reliable way to test the ultrathin
membrane’s ultimate tensile strength. The main mechanism is based on the optical
interference set-up to measure the deflection of the membrane subjected to overpressure
and the ultimate tensile strength can be estimated by the deflection [11]. The
intermolecular interaction can be demonstrated by the attenuated total reflectance
Fourier transform infrared spectra (ATR-FTIR).
In this thesis, we designed a set-up to estimate the ultimate tensile strength of the
membrane. Detailed description of set-up will be discussed in chapter 2.4.3.
1.4 Applications
The applications of graphene and graphene-based composites covers sensors, electronic
devices, energy storage, biomedicine and so on [12-14].
With high Young’s modulus, extremely low mass and large surface area, graphene
membrane is acted as suspended strip over trenches and actuated in an electrical form
in a resonator. The results suggest a high quality factor Q of the resonator could be
achieved at low temperatures (Q=1800, 50K) [15].
Graphene can also act as filter membrane to separate or detect small molecules,
such as Helium and hydrogen gas, from a heavy flow of mixed gas, due to its geometric
pore size of hexagonal structure and its extraordinary ultimate tensile strength [16,17].
Furthermore, blended with a polymer, a reduced graphene oxide can be developed
into an ionic sensor to characterize human gestures. This application of the graphene is
due to both high electrical and mechanical properties [18].
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Chapter 2
Synthesis, isolation, and characterization of multi-layer graphene membrane

2.1 Growth mechanism
Compared to mechanical exfoliation of graphite, reduction of graphene oxide, chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) has become a promising synthesis route for graphene of high
quality and large size. Briefly, CVD depicts a series of chemical reactions (such as
dehydrogenation and pyrolysis) aiming at producing graphene onto the catalytic
transition metal (such as Nickel and Copper) surface by providing various hydrocarbon
precursors (such as methane and ethanol) under special atmosphere (such as low
pressure < 0.2Torr and high temperature >900℃).
Generally, the CVD process can be classified into three main steps, including
heating step, growing step and cooling step [6]. During the heating step, the temperature
is risen to the target value and the annealing gas is blown (such as Hydrogen or Argon).
Consequently, the surface morphology (e.g. grain size) of the metal catalyst will be
modified, which affects the formation of graphene in the successive second steps. At
the growing step, the temperature remains on a stable level and begins to supply
hydrocarbon gas. Mixed with previous hydrogen gas, several chemical reactions
happen at this step and the graphene growth depends on the solubility of carbon in the
metal catalyst. The last step is cooling. The cooling rate influences with the quality of
graphene [19, 20].
Up to now, three growth mechanisms on CVD-growth graphene are quite clearly
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verified by researchers: segregation, surface deposition and penetration growth
mechanism [21]. Segregation growth mechanism is used to explain the growing
phenomenon of graphene on high carbon soluble metal (such as Ni). Mainly, the carbon
will diffuse/dissolve into the transition metal at high temperature. Then at the cooling
step, the dissolved carbon will segregate back to the surface to form the graphene film.
Surface deposition growth mechanism encountered with a low carbon soluble metal
catalyst (such as Cu) is used. The graphene already formed at the heating step by carbon
atoms continuously nucleating at the metal grain boundary and expanding around the
nucleus to form graphene domains until the metal surface is fully covered. Finally, the
penetration growth mechanism addresses the growing of multilayer graphene on Cu,
which metal is believed to only grow single layer graphene most of the time.
2.2 Synthesizing graphene membrane
2.2.1 Experimental apparatus of CVD
The CVD experimental setup is designed to supply three aspects of growing
environment: low pressure, high temperature and proper flowing ratio of mixed gases.
The system started with several gas cylinders and laterally the gas outlets connected to
mass flow controllers (MFC) and pneumatic control valves, respectively. Different
mass flow of gases is provided through the digital controlling with the MFCs and onoff switch control with the valves.
After the valves, the separated gases are gathered into a quartz tube mounted going
through inside a furnace, which has a monitor with programmed controlling and
detecting real-time temperature inside the furnace.
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The metal catalyst is placed inside the quartz tube during the preparation. Coming
out from the end of quartz tube, the pipeline expands to connect to molecular sieve,
pressure adjuster and vacuum pump, successively. The sketch of CVD experimental
setup structure is depicted in Figure 2.1.

1. Methane cylinder; 2. Hydrogen cylinder; 3. Argon cylinder; 4. Ethanol liquid storage;
5. Pressure gauge; 6. Mass flow controller; 7. Air pressure valve; 8. Vacuum pump;
9. Vacuum indicator; 10. Pressure regulator; 11. Molecular sieve; 12. Quartz tube;
13. Program-controlled furnace
Figure 2.1 The sketch of CVD experimental platform

2.2.2 Mass flow ratio calculation
As the gas flow is controlled by thermal-based mass flow controllers, this kind of
controllers always calibrated based on nitrogen gas. A detailed calculation to match the
setting flow value with the actual flow value is necessary before accurately controlling
the mixed gas flow ratio for CVD growing graphene. The actual flow is calculated by
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equation (2.1):
Actual Flow (sccm) = GCF×Set Flow (%)×Rang of flow controller(sccm) (2.1)
Where GCF is gas correction factors, the related GCFs conferred for CVD setup are
listed in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 The related GCFs conferred for CVD setup
Gas type

Conversion factor

Argon

1.39

Hydrogen

1.01

Methane

0.72

Ethanol*

1.39

*As the ethanol is in liquid phase in room temperature, it has to be transformed into gas phase under high pressure

for application in CVD. The Argon is used to load pressure on the liquid phase of ethanol to turn it into vapor and

acts as carrier gas for the ethanol. Thus, the conversion factor of ethanol is approximated the same as argon.

2.3 Isolation of graphene membrane
2.3.1 Traditional chemical route
As shown in Figure 2.2, after the graphene is synthesized on Ni sheet by CVD, there is
still a series of procedures to finish before separating the membrane for applications.
For traditional chemical route to isolate graphene, there is an unavoidable drawback
after etching Ni foil with graphene in the ammonium persulfate. There is a residual
amount of amorphous carbon trapped into Ni foil after CVD growth and partly attached
to the graphene. Obviously, amorphous carbon would affect the graphene membrane’s
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mechanical properties. Although the amorphous carbon can be mechanically exfoliated
by manual work, the quality of graphene is difficult to be guaranteed and possibly some
defects are generated. Also, the traditional chemical method would take much longer
with the time-consuming procedure of etching the Ni.
CVD as-synthesized
graphene on both sides of
Ni sheet

Oxygen plasma
etching one side
of graphene

Overnight
etching

Rinse in DI water

Suspend to the tape
with hole

Spin coat PMMA
onto graphene

Etching PMMA
in acetone

Ammonium persulfate/ferric trichloride
Ni etching solution

Figure 2.2 Sketch of the traditional chemical route to isolate graphene from Ni sheet

2.3.2 Improved electrochemical method
An improvement over the above method is an electrochemical method used to isolate
graphene grown on copper [22]. We propose here a similar electrochemical method to
isolate the graphene from Ni. The detailed procedures of the improved electrochemical
method are shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3 Sketch of electrochemical route to isolate graphene from Ni sheet
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Compared to the traditional chemical method, the procedure of using oxygen
plasma to etch one side of graphene grown on Ni is simplified as the electrochemical
reaction excludes the block of one-side graphene from etching Ni by chemical solution.
The procedure of pre-heating the PMMA coating on one side of graphene with the
purpose of enhancing the support of graphene is added as the strong electrochemical
reaction happened later. After several modifications, the electrochemical method is
perfected by selecting the chemical component of the electrolyte and the controlling
circuit related with optimal reaction current and pulse frequency.
Firstly, the PMMA/graphene/Ni/graphene sheet is connected to the cathode of the
controlled circuit and immersed into the electrolyte. The electrolyte is made up of
0.3g/ml ammonium persulfate and nitric acid (1 mol). The total solution is adjusted to
around PH=1. After the anode (Pt) is also immersed into the electrolyte, the controlled
circuit is turned on. Pulse signal with a designed duty ratio is introduced into a transistor
amplifier circuit and generates a bigger current to support the electrochemical reaction.
The phenomenon of electrochemical reaction is observed in order to further
understanding the Ni etching mechanism. After setting a voltage value (Imax = 3.5A) to
drive the reaction, bubbles are aroused on both electrodes depended on the duty ratio.
The amount of bubbles in anode is stable all through the reaction, while the one coming
from cathode experiences a change from less to more and reaches the maximum until
the PMMA/graphene membrane totally delaminated from the Ni. At the end, the
immerged part of PMMA/graphene membrane is floated on the electrolyte with
emerged part connected to cathode. Meanwhile, the current value decreases below 1A.
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Several chemical phenomena are observed and recorded as well. The driving
voltage is varied depending on the submerged Ni sheet area and the amount of added
nitric acid, for example, submerging more area of Ni sheet or adding more nitric acid
lead to a higher voltage setting to maintain the same driving current. The color of the
etching solution turns from transparent to light-green after several cycles (>10) of
etching Ni. Also, some white particle deposits close to the cathode and some blue
particles are precipitated on the bottom of beaker after several times usage of etching
Ni. Moreover, at the earlier stage (without the blue particle precipitation) of using the
solution to etch Ni, Ni is always totally etched away associated with PMMA/graphene
membrane floating. But at the later stage of usage (with blue particle precipitation
covering the bottom of beaker), although the delamination of PMMA/graphene
membrane is not affected, Ni foil is partly etched but left with a brittle and porous body.
After analyzing the phenomena above, three major mechanisms are believed to in
charge of the successful delamination of PMMA/graphene from Ni sheet.
(1) According to metal corrosion [23], with acid condition of PH=1, hydrogen evolution
reaction is reacted:
Ni − 2
2

→

+2

(2.2)
→

(2.3)

As the cathode is Nickel, hydrogen embrittlement is happened during hydrogen
evolution reaction:
2

+2
+

→
→

+

(2.4)
(2.5)
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(2) Synergistic etching effect of ammonium persulfate and nitric acid on Ni sheet:
3Ni + 8HNO33Ni(NO3)2+2NO+4H2O

(2.6)

Ni(NO3)2+(NH4)2(SO4)2NiSO4+2HNO3

(2.7)

(3) The blow-up effect by hydrogen gas bubbles generated on the cathode not only
makes the major contribution to peeling off the PMMA/graphene from Ni, but also
plays a bridge effect between (1) and (2) to speed up the etching of Ni. Because while
more regions of graphene on Ni surface are blown up, more surface of Ni is exposed to
be etched by etching solution. In the meanwhile, assisted by hydrogen embrittlement to
Ni, voids or cavities generated inside Ni after hydrogen atoms diffused to the surface,
which increases the superficial area of Ni. Consequently, the etching efficiency is
enhanced.
The synergistic effect of these three mechanisms is the most important feature of the
improved electrochemical method.
2.3.3 Suspending the membrane and tension adjustment
After etching PMMA in acetone and rinsing by DI water to remove residual chemical
agents, the graphene membrane is freely unfolded by the water surface tension and
floating on the DI water. Later, it can be easily suspended onto a tape with drilled hole
by picking it up from the bottom up.
Indeed, the graphene membrane has a tiny slide on the edge of hole when picking up
from the interface between the air and water, which generates a further sinking in the
center of the membrane after natural drying. As the sink leads to unbalance status as
vibrating membrane during application, tension adjustment is designed to overcome the
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barrier.
The graphene membrane is first transferred to a glass sheet uniformly coating with
cellulose acetate (CA), which is hydrophilic. As graphene is hydrophobic, there are no
interaction force between them and the residual stress of graphene can be released under
thermal effect of natural drying without the influence of substrate effect.
A sticky tape with a drilled hole, also itself supported by rigid frame, is attached to dried
graphene on CA. Then the total structure (frame/tape/graphene/CA/glass sheet) is
immersed into acetone to etch CA. Finally, a suspended graphene on a designed hole
without sinking is prepared for application. Figure 2.4 shows the image of the graphene
membrane equipped without and with tension adjustment.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4 Pictures of graphene membrane (a) suspended on naked tape;
(b)suspended with tension adjustment

2.4 Characterization of suspended graphene membrane
2.4.1 Raman spectrum
Raman effect is first discovered by C. V. Raman and K. S. Krishnan [24]. It makes use
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of inelastic scattering of monochromatic light (e.g. laser) when interacting with a
sample to study intrinsic characteristics of the sample. Photons of the laser light are
absorbed by the sample and then reemitted. The change of frequency of the reemitted
photon compared to the initial laser light frequency is called the Raman effect.
Normally, a Raman system is mainly made up of four components: monochromatic
laser, optical lens/reflectors, filters and detector. The sketch of Raman spectroscope
setup and its picture are shown in Figure 2.5.
2

3

4
6

5

1. Laser source; 2. Mirror; 3. Objective; 4. Sample; 5. Notch filter; 6. Spectrometer.
(a)

(b)
Figure 2.5 The sketch and picture of home-built Raman system
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The procedures to obtain the Raman spectrum of sample is listed below:
(1) Turn on the laser generator and start the software related to Triax 320 spectrometer
with CCD, switch several optics to the right working position;
(2) Put the sample onto the objective table of optical microscope and illuminate the
sample, choose the proper objective lens and adjust the focus to see clearly of the laser
beam spot shooting at the interesting area of the sample.
(3) Correct the parameter of wavelength range center and integral time on the software,
then click imaging button and the acquired Raman spectrum is shown on the computer
screen.
As a useful spectroscopic technique for analyzing the material, it is necessary to
understand several typical patterns of the Raman spectrum. Figure 2.6 shows Raman
spectrum of samples of graphene and its derivatives.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)
Figure 2.6 Raman spectrum of different materials (a) multilayer graphene without
defect; (b)single layer graphene; (c) multilayer graphene with defect; (d) graphene
oxide; (e) multi-wall carbon nanotubes.

There are two intense peaks: G band (~1580 cm-1) and 2D band (~2700 cm-1),
which are the characteristics of graphene and its derivatives. While the G band is
induced by E2g vibrational mode, the 2D band explains for a second-order two phonon
mode [25, 26]. Sometimes, the D band at ~1350 cm-1 will show up (Figure 2.6c). The
appearance of it demonstrates broken symmetry by edges or with high density defects.
The peak intensity ratio between 2D band and G band implies single layer (I2D/IG=2)
(Figure 2.6b) and multi-layer of graphene (I2D<<IG) (Figure 2.6a). The peak intensity
ratio of ID/IG=1.1~1.2 (Figure 2.6d) suggests graphene oxide [27]. The Raman spectrum
for multiwall carbon nanotubes (Figure 2.6e) can be characterized by ratio between
I2D/IG/ID [28].
2.4.2 Thickness and uniformity measured by optical transmissivity microscopy
As graphene grown on Ni by CVD method always leads to multi-layer graphene, the
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uniformity is an important feature to assess the quality of graphene membrane. Also,
by measuring the transmissivity of graphene open a technical route to evaluate the
average thickness for an inhomogeneous multilayer graphene by the special
relationship between transmissivity and thickness [29]. The average thickness is
assigned as a key parameter when calculating the graphene membrane ultimate tensile
stress in chapter 2.4.3.
The home-built apparatus for measuring optical transmissivity is shown in Figure
2.7. Firstly, the lamination system shines visual light beam on the prepared sample.
Then the aperture adjuster adjusts the intensity of visual light to avoid overexposure
when measuring transmittance value. The software related to the spectrometer with
CCD automatically figure out the transmittance value after three separated steps to take
image of the background (turn off the lamination system), reference (turn on the
lamination system, but without the sample blocking the light into CCD), objective
signal (lamination on with sample placed on objective table of optical microscope),
sequentially.
Visual light
lumination
Aperture
adjuster
Suspended
membrane
sample

Spectrometer

Figure 2.7 Optical transmissivity spectroscopy apparatus (blue dotted path shows the
route of visual light through optical lens)
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2.4.3 Ultimate tensile strength measurement and calculation
Ultimate tensile strength (UTS) is measured by the maximum stress that a material can
withstand while being stretched or pulled before breaking. It is a significant parameter
to evaluate the material’s mechanical property. As the thickness of the graphene
membrane is at the nano-scale, it is unavailable to measure the ultimate strength through
traditional macroscopic method.
In order to characterize ultimate tensile strength of the two-dimension material
graphene membrane, a method based on measuring central displacement of graphene
membrane under air pressure load is proposed. The UTS test apparatus’s sketch and
major components images are shown in Figure 2.8. The vessel attached with graphene
membrane sample is amounted onto the objective table of optical microscope. The
vessel is connected to pressure gauge, air flow controller and vacuum pump,
successively.
1

2
3

4
XX kPa

Y
X

P

5
stage

6

1. laser source; 2. objective; 3. sample mounted vessel; 4. pressure gauge;
5. air flow controller; 6. vacuum pump.
(a)
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(c)
(d)

(b)

(e)

(f)

(a) sketch of UTS test apparatus; (b) optical microscope (equipped with X100
magnification objective lens and objective table height digital display screen); (c)
aluminum sample mounted vessel; (d) pressure gauge; (e) air flow controller; (f)
vacuum pump.
Figure.2.8 Schematic and images of major components of UTS test apparatus

Based on the hypothesis of CVD-grown graphene as a 3-D solid structure, the
method is derived from measuring the ultimate tensile strength of rigid spherical vessels.
Detailed derivation process can be referred from related chapter in Mechanics of
Materials [30]. Briefly, the ultimate tensile strength is calculated by the equation below
=

(2.8)
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where P is the differential pressure generated by the pump between the vessel and the
atmosphere, Pa; R is the radius of spherical shell model, from which the stretching
graphene membrane acted as a tiny area of surface, m; t is the thickness of the graphene
membrane, m.
The calculated spherical shell model is shown by Figure 2.9. The ∆x is the
vertical distance difference between the center of stretching membrane O and the center
of the drilled hole on bottom surface O’; r is the radius of the drilled hole on the vessel.
Provided given the value of ∆x , the radius (R) of spherical shell model can be
calculated by equation
R=

+( −∆ )

Vessel

O
r

R

O’

R − ∆x

(2.9)

Connected
to
pressure
gauge, air
flow
controller
and
vacuum
pump,

Figure 2.9 Sketch of spherical shell model
Following below are the procedures to test for the UTS:
(1) The graphene membrane is transferred onto Kapton tape with hole (with the same
radius as the drilled hole on the vessel), then the tape is attached to the vessel bottom
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surface by matching the center of the tape hole with the center of drilled hole.
(2) With the sample prepared well, the vessel is amounted onto the objective table of
optical microscope, the laser beam is turned on to illuminate on the center of the
membrane by controlling the manipulator of the objective table and observed through
the peep glass on the top surface of vessel.
(3) Then, the focus of the objective lens is adjusted to confirm laser beam spot shooting
on the center of the membrane and records the initial vertical height

of the

membrane horizontal plane showing on the digital display screen. Afterwards, it is time
to turn on pump to generate quasi-vacuum inside the chamber of the vessel which
induces pressure load on membrane. By adjusting the air flow controller, the pressure
load on the membrane can be controlled. Corresponding pressure values P ,
P , P …… and vertical height values x , x , x ….. are recorded until the graphene
membrane is broken in the form of generating cracks or pinholes. Based on above
measured data and equations (2.8) & (2.9), associated with the graphene membrane’s
thickness determined by transmissivity or AFM, the UTS of the nano-membrane can be
obtained.
In practice, the tape with transferring graphene membrane is not attached tightly
to the bottom rough surface of the vessel and there is leaking. In that case, the vessel is
impossible to be vacuumed completely. By slightly adjusting the air flow controller and
waiting for balance of differential pressure, exact pressure loading on the membrane is
achieved, which also is the key mechanism behind this method to successfully test the
ultimate strength of membrane. More accuracy requirement on ultimate tensile strength
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can refer to bulging test to thin films.
2.4.4 Resistivity measurement and calculation
The resistivity of graphene is measured by a Four-Point method. Briefly, the graphene
strip with thickness of T and width of W is transferred onto SiO2, four pieces of stripshape copper conductive tape are attached onto graphene strip perpendicularly and
parallel to each other by themselves. The distance of inner two copper conductive tape
is measured as L. Then a sourcemeter (Keithley 2410, USA) with four-electrodes is
adopted to measure the resistance R of graphene strip with size of L×W×T. According
to below equation [31], the resistivity of graphene specimen can be calculated.
ρ=

(2.10)
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Chapter 3 Synthesis of graphene-based composite membrane
3.1 The ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of membrane is affected by types of
interaction bonding and fabrication methods
The remarkable UTS of graphene is attributed to its carbon-carbon bonds. To synthesize
a graphene-based composite membrane with outstanding UTS, the bonding interaction
between the matrix and the reinforcement should be investigated carefully. Besides, as
the composite is built up in a form of membrane, the fabrication methods for membrane
also play a crucial role in the molecular bonding. Additionally, the solubility of different
materials in solvents with different volatility also will indirectly influence the quality
of composite membrane. Especially, while some materials (e.g. GO) are easily welldispersed in several solvents (water and organic solvents) or some fabrication methods
is quite sensible to solvent, for example, spin-coating.
Graphene oxide (GO) has many surficial functional groups, such as hydroxyl,
epoxide, carbonyl, and carboxyl groups, which make GO a flexible and potential
substitution of graphene when synthesizing graphene-based composite. Three
categories of graphene-based composite membrane are well-known recently, they are
graphene-based metal composite (GMC), graphene-based polymer composite (GPC)
and graphene-based carbon composite (GCC) [32].
3.2 Fabricate graphene-based composite membrane
3.2.1 The principle of spin coating
Spin coating is an ideal method to fabricate laminated composite membrane with its
several advantages compared to other membrane fabrication methods, such as vacuum
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filtration, drop casting and so on. It is capable to generate uniform layer ranging from
few nanometers to few microns in thickness by choosing proper solvent and substrate
and controlling the concentration of material, spin speed and spin time.
There are three aspects to concern when applying the spin coating technique: 1)
desired concentration material dissolved in proper solvent; 2) apparatus providing
functions of vacuum absorption and rotation (advanced system including programming
stepped spin speed, accelerated speed and timing); 3) proper substrate depended on
surface interaction with coating material, e.g., hydrophilic or hydrophobic.
The general procedures to fabricate laminated composite membrane with two
different materials via spin coating technique is showed in Figure 3.1.
Prepare different liquid
materials in separate vessels

Cleaned substrate
absorbed on spin motor

Drop liquid
onto
substrate

Start
spinning

Dry
naturally

Repeat spinning one
after the other

Set up rotation
controlling program

Isolate laminated
composite membrane
and suspend

Figure 3.1 Schematic of general procedures of spin coating laminated composite
membrane

For composite membrane fabricated by spinning coating layer-by-layer, the UTS
depends on not only the interaction in horizontal individual layers, but also bonding
between different material layers in vertical direction.
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Cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) and graphene oxide composite membrane are
fabricated by spin coating layer-by-layer exhibiting high ultimate stress of ~490MPa
with thickness of 60nm±10nm [33]. It is demonstrated that hydrogen bonds formed
inside modified CNC or GO layers in horizontal direction and the strong ionic
interactions between modified CNC and GO layers in vertical direction both
contributed to excellent mechanical performance.
3.2.2 Polyethyleneimine (PEI) modified GO composite membrane by spin coating
PEI modified GO (GO+) was synthesized by stirred 1ml highly concentrated graphene
oxide aqueous solution (HGO) (5g/L, GRAPHENE SUPERMARKET) with 2ml PEI
solution (1wt%, Mw=25000) for 12h at room temperature. Then the mixture of them
was centrifuged at 15300rpm for 20min in two separated 1.5ml tapered plastic
centrifuge tubes. The supernatant water was poured out and precipitation were air dried.
Finally, methanol was introduced into the PEI modified GO as solvent to dilute into
designated concentration (0.1 wt.% and 0.05 wt.%). Negatively charged GO (GO-) was
synthesized by isolated pure GO flakes from 1ml HGO aqueous solution by 20min,
15300rpm centrifugation, which was diluted to designated concentration (0.1 wt.% and
0.05 wt. %) by dispersing in methanol. The final GO+ or GO- methanol solution will be
stirred and sonicated for several minutes for well-dispersion.
All the samples are spun on 15×15mm SiO2 chip and one drop (~0.025ml) of
solution is applied in every spinning cycle. The reduction of GO is conducted by putting
the chip upside down in sealed vessel contained hydroiodic acid (HI) solution (55 wt.%,
Sigma-Aldrich) and treated with HI vapor for more than 4 hours in room temperature.
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Before spinning coating GO+/GO-, a sacrificial layer of cellulose acetate (CA) is
deposited. The PEI modified GO/GO membrane is isolated by etching away the CA
after spinning coating. The reduction GO+/GO- composite membrane is directly
spinning coating on SiO2 chip. After reduction treatment, the composite membrane is
rinsed inside the ethanol to get rid of residual HI. As the hydrophobicity of reduced
graphene oxide (RGO), the composite membrane started with spinning coating the first
layer with GO- will be isolated from the SiO2 chip simply by immersing the chip into
DI water in a gentle angle. Then the composite membrane can be floated freely on the
surface of the DI water.
3.3 Evaluation of the composite membrane
3.3.1 Thickness measurement by AFM
Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) is a technique to scan, image, measure and analyze
the surface structure in nanoscale, which is widely utilized in numerous fields, such as
physics, biology, material science and nanotechnology. Typical AFM is consisted of
two main components: the microscope stage bonding with electromechanical control
system and computer with image analysis software. There are three modes in AFM
operation. Considering the soft surface of composite membrane and avoiding polluting
the AFM tip [34], tapping mode is utilized to evaluate the surface of composite
membrane.
Figure 3.2 shows the schematic of AFM working mechanism under tapping mode
and the picture of real AFM system. Under tapping mode, the cantilever (2) is driven to
oscillate up and down near its resonance frequency. When the tip (5) gets close to the
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specimen’s surface (3), the oscillation frequency of cantilever (2) will change to
different value. Meanwhile, the change of oscillation frequency will be detected via the
deflection of cantilever (2) by photoelectric detector (6) through the laser generating
from laser source (1) reflecting on the top surface of tip (5). Thus, as feedback to
oscillation frequency change, corresponded control signal will drive serve motor to urge
three-dimensional moving stage (4) to have a corresponding displacement in z direction
to let the oscillation frequency change back to initial resonance frequency. Providing
three-dimensional moving stage (4) also moving in x and y direction, the tip scans all
the specimen’s surface (3) and consequently plots the surface structure of specimen.
6
1

Δω

2
3
5

4

1. Laser source; 2. Cantilever; 3. Specimen’s surface; 4. three-dimensional moving
stage; 5. Tip; 6. Photoelectric detector
(a)
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(b)
Figure 3.2 Atomic Force Microscope (a) Schematic of working mechanism under
tapping mode; (b) Picture of real system

The regular procedures to measure the thickness of composite membrane by AFM
is listed below:
1) A segment of composite membrane is cut off and attached onto SiO2 chip; 2) The
chip is adhered on the holder of three-dimensional moving stage; 3) The driving
program (NanoDrivev8.06) of AFM (BRUKER: Innova) is launched on the computer;
4) Choosing the tapping mode on the computer; 5) Rotate related knobs on cantilever
holder to adjust the posture of laser source and photoelectric detector to maximize the
feedback signal; 6) Rotate related knobs on cantilever holder to move the tip to
approaching the interested area of the specimen in x-y plane by observing the image
obtained from built-in microscope lens. 7) Try to lower cantilever holder close to the
surface of specimen; 8) Tune the cantilever to resonance frequency automatically by
software; 9) Engage the tip to specimen surface automatically; 10) Before starting
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scanning, proper image channels to show out on the computer screen, proper scan
resolution ratio, speed and area size are selected; 11) Obtained image is sent to the
image analysis software (Nanoscope Analysis 1.5) and utilizes the ‘step’ function to
analyze the height change of interested boundary of composite membrane and finally
achieves the average thickness value.
3.3.2 UTS and resistivity measurement and calculation
The principle of testing and calculating composite membrane’s UTS and resistivity are
similar to the one of graphene detailed described in chapter 2.4. The only difference is
existed on the evaluation of the thickness, which is applied to calculate UTS by equation
(2.8). The thickness of composite membrane is measured by the ‘step’ function
implanted in the image analysis software of AFM by measuring the height difference
along with a fracture cross-section of specimen.
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Chapter 4 Results and discussion
4.1 Analysis of graphene membrane
4.1.1 The influence of temperature on graphene quality
At first, graphene is growth on the same CVD experimental parameters (heating time
15min, growing time 5min, annealing with 80 sccm H2 under 400mTor, growing step
with H2 and Argon induced ethanol vapor with flow ratio of 1:1 as total pressure under
800mTor) with different growing step temperature [35]. Figure 4.1 shows the optical
microscope images and corresponding Raman spectra taken at specific spots of the assynthesized graphene on 25mm× 12mm × 0.025mm Ni foil with different growing
temperature.
(1) Obviously, Figure 4.1(a), (c),(e),(g)&(i) show that the fraction of coverage of the
dark area is increasing corresponding to increasing growing temperature. There are
no graphene Raman spectra with D band (~1350cm-1), G band (~1580cm-1) and 2D
band (~2700cm-1) shown in bare white regions, while dark regions show with
different patterned Raman spectra. The results indicate that the growing temperature
factor behaves significant effect on the continuity of graphene on Ni, which means
among 800℃~1100℃, lower temperature is inclined to grow isolated small region
graphene, higher temperature results in large area and continuous graphene growth.
(2) Figure 4.1(i) shows the fraction of coverage of dark region reaches 100%, while
there is still a little bit white region not covered by graphene in case of 1050℃.
Thus, the result suggests the growing step temperature of 1100℃ is considered as
a reliable critical value to grow homogeneous graphene membrane on Ni with other
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given CVD growing parameters above.
(3) There are no D band peak shown on Raman spectra with regarding to samples
grown under different temperatures. The result implies the as-synthesized graphene
is believed to be grown without defects.
(4) The optical microscope image (Figure 4.1(e)) show graphene regions of different
thickness are formed at 1000℃. Compared to brighter gray region (red circle) being
believed to thinner graphene, darker gray region (blue circle) graphene is indicated
with much more layers. The thickness difference at 1000℃ is also verified by the
intensity ratio of the 2D and G band (
/

/ ) in Raman spectra [36]. The value of

for brighter gray region and for darker gray region is ~0.85 and ~0.45.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Figure 4.1 Optical microscope images and corresponding Raman spectra taken at
specific spots of graphene on Ni with different growing temperature (a)&(b)
800℃;(c)&(d) 900℃;(e)&(f)1000℃;(g)&(h)1050℃; (i)&(j)1100℃;
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4.1.2 The priority effect of CVD setting parameters on graphene’s UTS
Table 4.1 shows the measured ultimate tensile strength of suspended membrane by
different experimental parameter setting.
Table 4.1 The change of ultimate tensile strength varied with different experimental
parameter setting
Sample

Flow ratio

Growing

Heating

Cooling Transmissivity Ultimate tensile

during

temperature

and

rate*

growing step

/℃

growing

/℃ ∙

/%

strength(UTS)
/MPa

time/min
1

H2:CH4

1100

25&15

20

4/5

53/48 (average 50)

1100

25&15

20

5/6/6

88/58/62

=72sccm:72sccm
2

H2:C2H5OH
=72sccm:72sccm

3

H2: CH4

(average 69)
1100

25&15

10

4

20

1100

25&15

10

4

32

=72sccm:72sccm
4

H2:C2H5OH
=72sccm:72sccm

*Evaluation combined by temperature sensors inside the furnace and infrared calorimeter, for example,
Ni foil with graphene was drawn out by magnetic method from 1100℃ inside furnace to 500℃ near
furnace exit with uniformed speed in 30s or by opening the furnace cover, the temperature near
Ni/Graphene dropped from 1100℃ to 500℃ in 57s naturally.

Control variable method is applied to analyze the effect on graphene’ UTS of two
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parameters setting: type of hydrocarbon precursor and cooling ratio. By changing the
hydrocarbon precursor from methane to ethanol, the membrane’s UTS increases
5~40MPa. By changing cooling ratio from 10℃ ∙

to 20℃ ∙

, the membrane’s

UTS increases 26~56MPa. At least 100% enhancement on UTS for cooling ratio
changing is found, while just 50% or less enhancement is found for the case of changing
hydrocarbon precursor. Depended on above preliminary analysis, it can be concluded
that the cooling ratio plays a much important role on improving the UTS than type of
hydrocarbon precursor.
4.2 Analysis of PEI-modified GO/GO composite membrane
4.2.1 The role of hydrogen bonding, electrostatic attraction and carbon bonding in
laminated composite membrane
In order to verify possible strong intermolecular bonding of GO composite membrane
fabricating by spin coating, four samples was made. The result was shown as Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 The fabrication situation of GO composite with different fabricated factors

Sample

Laminated style,

Solution

label

bilayer number

concentration

Reduction

Fabrication situation

/wt.%
1

GO(-)/GO(-), 6

0.06

No

Broken when drying

2

GO(-)/GO(-), 6

0.06

Yes

Broken when suspending

3

GO(+)/GO(+), 6

0.06

No

Degraded in water

4

GO(+)/GO(+), 6

0.06

Yes

Degraded in water

*GO(-) symbolizes pristine graphene oxide with negative charge；GO(+) symbolizes
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graphene oxide and PEI conjugate with positive charge after modifying by PEI.
**The spin coating speed and time for the fabrication is 3000rpm and 30s.

(1) Hydrogen bonding is a major bonding interaction when fabricating few layer GO
membrane [37]. The successful fabrication of 2D structure membrane (sample 1)
attributed to hydrogen bonding formed between GO [38]. In contrast, the degration of
sample 3 suggested after GO modified by PEI, the intermolecular interaction (possibly
π-Stacking or Van der Waals) formed between GO-PEI conjugation is much weaker
than the one of sample 1. After sufficient stir, PEI-GO conjugate is formed by covalent
linking of PEI and GO via an amide bond [39]. But the sufficient grafting of PEI on
GO’s surface further constrained the formation of possible hydrogen bonding as
happening between pristine GO moleculars during spin coating layer by layer [40].
Consequently, weaker intermolecular interaction (possibly π-Stacking or Van der Waals)
are formed preferentially between superficial grafting PEI itself. The different
intermolecular bonding strength values of hydrogen (4~20 kJ ∙
(8~12 kJ ∙

) and Van der Waals (2~4 kJ ∙

), π-Stacking

) further validated above

assumption [41]. After HI reduction, the failure of breakage (sample 2) or degration
(sample 4) verified that reduction of surface chemical groups of GO or PEI-GO did not
change the fundamental bonding structure between them so much.
(2) The interlaminar strong electrostatic attractions formed between pristine GO and
GO grafted with amine-rich PEI chains mainly contributes to sucessful fabrication of
GO+/GO- laminated composite membrane with strong UTS by spin coating method [42],
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while carboxyl groups and hydroxyl groups formed hydrogen bonding in GO layer as
supplementary (Figure 4.2). For the absence of zeta potential measurement to quantify
the magnitude of surface charge, a simple preliminary test to qualify the different charge
between PEI modified GO and GO is conducted. The result shows the PEI modified
GO dispersed in methanol (0.2wt%) is attracted close to and cover the negative
electrode when applying 10V, while pure GO dispersed in methanol (0.2wt%) is
attracted to and cover the positive electrode. This phenomenon further proves the
existance of opposite surface charge between PEI modified GO and pure GO molecular,
which is coordinated with refered paper (Figure. 4.3).

Figure 4.2 Schematic diagram fabrication of GO+/GO- composite membrane with
interlaminar electrostatic attractions and hydrogen bonding inside GO layer
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3 Preliminary test to qualify the opposite charge between PEI modified GO
molecular and GO molecular (a) PEI modified GO in methanol; (b) Pure GO in
methanol
(3) The HI reduction of graphene oxide resulted in most of carboxyl groups and epoxy
groups transforming into hydroxyl groups and forming stronger carbon-carbon bonding
as well (Figure 4.4) [41].

Figure 4.4 Schematic diagram of HI reduction effect induced chemical groups change
on GO
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4.2.2 The fabricated factors’ influence to the composite’s UTS
Table 4.3 showed the change of composite membrane’s UTS relied on different
fabricated factors.
Table 4.3 The change of composite membrane’s thickness and UTS relied on
different fabricated factors

Sample

Spin coating

Laminated style,

Solution

Redu

Average

UTS

label

speed, time

bilayer number

con.

-ction

thickness

/MPa/

per layer/nm

MPa

/RPM, second

/wt.%

5

3000, 30

GO(-)/GO(+), 6

0.1

No

54

22

6

2000, 30

GO(-)/GO(+), 12

0.1

No

54

17

7

2000, 30

GO(-)/GO(+), 6

0.1

Yes

21

32

8

2000, 30

GO(-)/GO(+), 10

0.1

Yes

23

55

9

3000, 30

GO(-)/GO(+), 6

0.05

No

33

38

10

2000, 30

GO(-)/GO(+), 10

0.05

Yes

15

15

*GO(-) symbolizes pristine graphene oxide with negative charge；GO(+) symbolizes graphene oxide
and PEI conjugate with positive charge after modifying by PEI.

We can conclude following conclusions:
1) Comparing sample 5 and 6, unchanged average thickness per layer indicated the
varying of spin coating speed between 2000rpm and 3000rpm made no difference to
the thickness of composite, which also indicated the existence of strong bonding
between GO and PEI modified GO layer.
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2) Comparing sample 7&8 to 5&6, simply adopting the treatment of HI reduction had
significant effect on both average thickness per layer and UTS of GO composite
membrane. The average thickness per layer decreased about 60%, while the UTS
increased approximately 45%~220%.
3) Comparing sample 9 to 5, also, simply adopting the treatment of halving solution
concentration from 0.10 wt.% to 0.05 wt.% had the same effect on both average
thickness per layer and UTS of GO composite membrane as the treatment of HI
reduction, but the efficiency is worse. Because the average thickness per layer only
reduced about 40% and the UTS improved 72%.
4) Comparing sample 10 to 6, when combining the treatment of halving the solution
concentration and HI reduction, the average thickness per layer decreased significantly
(72%), which was the most perfect of thickness reduction among all the treatments, but
at the same time, there are almost no improvement was found on the UTS.
5) The UTS had strong relevance with average thickness per layer, as shown in Figure
4.5. The UTS would climbed to the maximal value of ~45MPa from ~30MPa,
corresponding with the decreasing of average thickness per layer from 54nm to 22nm.
After that, the UTS would decrease if keep narrowing the average thickness per layer
until 15nm.

UTS (MPa)

40

50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
54

33
22
Average thickness per layer (nm)

15

Figure 4.5 The change of GO composite’s UTS with respect to membrane’s average
thickness per layer

6) A possible mechanism of interfacial facture for GO&GO-PEI composite could be
applied to explain the phenomenon [43]. As showed in Figure 4.6, when spining coating
fewer layers of GO/GO-PEI composites membrane, tiny cavities were unavoidable and
will be the structrual characteristic of composite membrane (Figure 4.6a). The tiny
cavities resulted in nonuniformed distributing field of the intermolecular bonding
between the GO and GO-PEI, which preferentially attracted crack propagation as defect
when the load was applied. As stacking more layers, a quasi uniformed coating would
be obtained (Figure 4.6b). Such structrual characteristic can form uniformed interfacial
bonding between GO and GO-PEI. When spinning coating more, a disordered stacking
structure will be obtained (Figure 4.6c). In such situation, later coating material refilled
cavities caused by earlier spining coating. More layers coating contributed to much
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more disordered stacking, which also led to nonuniformed intermolecular bonding
distributed field and thus a weaker UTS.
The fracture mechanism model predicted above best explained the optimal UTS was
reached by a medium thickness. Also, more or less layer spin coating than a critical
value of thickness led to weaker UTS composite membrane but not stronger.

Figure 4.6 Schematic of the interfacial fracture mechanism of GO&GO-PEI
composites with different layer numbers (cross-section view)
4.3 The comparison of resistivity between graphene and PEI/GO composite
The graphene specimen grown with ethanol and higher cooling rate (20℃ ∙

),

graphene oxide composite fabricated with situation of 1) 2000rpm/30s, 12 bilayers
stacking, 0.1%wt, without HI reduction; 2) 2000rpm/30s, 6 bilayers stacking, 0.1%wt,
HI reduction are picked for testing. The related measured parameters and calculated
results are listed in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4 Resistivity of graphene, GO/PEI and rGO/PEI
Material

Width/mm

Thickness/nm Length/mm

Resistance

Resistivity

/kΩ

/Ω ∙ m

graphene

3.0

110

4.3

2

GO/PEI

/

/

/

∞

rGO/PEI

3.6

250

3.4

55

1.69×10
/
1.37×10
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Chapter 5 Conclusion and future work
5.1 Conclusion
This thesis investigates the synthesis and fabrication of the graphene or graphene-based
composite membranes with good mechanical and electronic properties for use into an
acoustic component of earphones or loudspeakers.
For the graphene part, we accomplish the synthesis of multilayer graphene on Ni
by CVD method. Through the investigation on temperature effect, 1100 °C is treated as
a reliable critical value to grow MLG with property of homogeneity and no defects.
Further experimental data reveal the fact that selection of ethanol as hydrocarbon
precursor and the choosing of a higher cooling rate both lead to an enhancement on
UTS of graphene membrane. Moreover, by controlling the cooling rate, the
improvement will be more efficient.
Raman spectrum is used to characterize the quality of graphene. We successfully
developed another method for measuring the thickness of MLG by optical
transmissivity microscopy. In the procedure of isolating the graphene, a modified
electrochemical method is adopted to replace the traditional chemical method, which
significantly increases the efficiency of isolation procedure and completely solves the
amorphous carbon residual attached to graphene problem.
Most importantly, a novel non-contact method based on pressure loading to
evaluate the UTS of nano-scale membrane is presented and successfully adopted to
measure the UTS of graphene with thickness of 110nm and UTS ranged from 20MPa
to 88MPa.
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For graphene-based composite, graphene oxide as matrix and a kind of polymer
PEI are used to fabricate the graphene-polymer composite. A laminated structure by
stacking graphene oxide and graphene oxide modified by PEI is achieved by spin
coating method.
Through using different fabrication situations, their different effect on UTS of
composite is discussed. Surprisingly, the experimental results prove that a medium
value (~21nm) of average thickness per layer points to the strongest UTS (average
44MPa). This also indicated that the ideal model of electrostatic interaction dominates
the interlayer molecular bonding, while the hydrogen bonding and π − π interaction
may act as a supplement. Additionally, the hydroiodic acid treatment to reduce the
epoxy group and forming of stronger carbon-carbon double bond contributes a lot to
the narrowing of the thickness and strengthening the UTS of composite.
The best situation is reached by fabricating the sample with higher concentration
solution and also treated with HI reduction, which is almost 200% improvement on
UTS, compared to the worse situation of fabricating the sample with lower
concentration solution but still treated with HI reduction.
Although the thesis focuses primarily on the mechanical property, the resistivity
of graphene, (r)GO/PEI is measured by four-point method for comparison. The
resistivity of MLG is two orders magnitude bigger than perfect graphite [44], while
rGO/PEI composite specimen is two orders magnitude bigger than graphene specimen.
5.2 Future work
The graphene membrane grown by CVD had been used into real applications of
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transducer speakers with a partner company. But related engineering problem are still
generated during the fabrication into the device, such as the natural slack problem due
to the different thermal property between Ni and graphene. This will be addressed by
future work.
Also, the interlayer graphene defect problem suppresses the further improvement to the
graphene UTS. So more intrinsic investigation should be conducted about the
relationship between the defect characterization on MLG and the CVD growth method.
For graphene oxide-polymer composite, we had made progress on narrowing the
composite thickness below 100nm and improved the UTS above 100MPa. This is due
to the work done in this thesis for understanding the molecular interaction bonding
effect, the mechanism to spin coat uniform laminated layer, and the HI reduction effect
on thickness and strength.
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